
 

           The last take off 

The Story 
Act 1.  

It’s 19th January when all of it happens. It’s another fiercely cold day and the temperature is quiet 

intolerable. The sun is rising and it’s dawn now. It is a really pleasant morning, but not for Mr. Mike 

Thomson. He is a well-known Business Entrepreneur of the C&C Corporation. He was a little bit 

annoyed with his wife Miss Thomson. They had a fight at 11:30 am. They have a son, Carl Thomson. 

He is 24 years old and not quite interested in his father’s business. The only thing that he wants is his 

father’s money, but Mike wants to hand over the business to Carl. The cause of fight between Mike 

and his wife is that, he suspects that she has an affair. Mike has a family friend, Jack Nathan. Jack is 

also his close friend. Jack lives alone, He has no family. He thinks of Mike’s family as own. He is a 

financial adviser in a bank. Mike has his personal Bodyguard, Roger. Roger is a very active and fit 

person. Roger is in his early 30’s and Mike trusts almost blindly on him.   

Mike is business partners with Josh. They are on a business trip. He has some issues with his business 

partner regarding business decisions and profit distribution. Along with mike His accountant Cass 

Mohawk is also there. He is in his early 50s. He has been working with C&C Corporation since past 20 

years, and has been a loyal employee since.   

Richard is the Pilot of Mike’s private jet, and with Richard there is a Flight Hostess named Maria.   

  

Act 2.  

Mike leaves for his flight along with his family along with josh, Jack, Roger and Cass. He has a 

business trip to attend. They left at 2:00 pm, when they reach the airport, there are two guys named 

Corey and Frank Xavier waiting for them. Corey is the Business consulter and Frank is the business 

deal. Both of them are part of the business trip. Now they all left US. The flight will land to London in 

7-8 hours.  

There is a private discussion going on between Mr. Thomson, Frank, Cass and Josh. In the meantime 

other are chilling in the back portion of the plane. After the discussion gets over Frank is not seen in 
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a good mood. The reason that resulted in the bad mood of the frank is that deal does not gone the 

way it should be. Mr. Thomson didn’t accept the offer of Frank because it was an over ambitious 

deal which required tons of money according to his point of view. The partner and accountant were 

not happy too with the decision of Mr. Thomson and there was no excitement in the air except the 

environment was pissed off badly.  

There was a mishap between Mick, Cass and josh. Mick was defending himself with the idea that the 

deal is over ambitious and Cass, josh wanted him to sign the deal because after all there are also the 

part of the company and they didn’t wanted their years of service would get wasted because of 

Mick’s stupid decision. The fight continued for 1 hour. Cass and josh warned him that if he doesn’t 

sign they will surely going to trouble him till the end of his life.     

  

After a while Mike partner, accountant, consultant and his friend had a discussion. Mike’s bodyguard 

is standing outside the door. Soon the discussion ends and all of them go back to their seat.  

Niki approached Maria for a chat and Jack was busy talking with Roger. Frank was seen sitting with 

Carl Thomson. They all went busy with something. After sometime Niki went to the washroom and 

came back and gone to sleep. Suddenly pilot orders them to remain in their positions and not to 

move because plane was about to crash land due to bad weather conditions and because pilot took 

safety precautions plane landed on a deserted island and fortunately no one died but got hurt with 

little injury.  

Act-3  

When people opened their eyes, they found themselves in middle of the deserted island.  Where no 

resources were available .The murder mystery starts from now. Carl was badly hurt. His leg was 

almost broken. Niki had gone mad after this incident. Roger’s arm was hurt but as he was so athletic 

it was not a big problem to him. Richard was in a state of unconsciousness. During the first day in the 

deserted island people concluded that Mike was missing as they couldn’t find him anywhere. On the 

second day they concluded Mike died in the plane’s crash landing as they were not able to find his 

body even after searching the plane. The third day they found the coat of Mike, drenched in blood. 

So, they concluded that Mike was murdered .On the fifth day with the help of some other clues they 

concluded he was murdered and thrown out of the plane. The struggle for survival begins from now 

onwards. People have strong intension to kill each other for their own benefit that is survival but 

they can only kill a person if they have a clue against him for the murder of Mick.  

 

The Mysterious end  

Actually Mick wanted to quit so, he wrote a suicide note .He was not murdered but he tried to kill 

himself in the washroom with different weapon like blade but it didn’t worked so, he committed 

suicide because he was sentenced to trouble till the end of his life by the Cas and Josh and as he 

opens and jumps out of the exit door wind comes inside which misbalance the plane resulting in a 

crash.  

In the end game master (co-pilot) will reveal an audio clip which describes the mishap that 

happened between Cass, Josh and Mick.  

  
  


